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Abstract
Current adoption of machine learning in industrial, societal and economical
activities has raised concerns about the fairness, equity and ethics of automated
decisions. Predictive models are often developed using biased datasets and
thus retain or even exacerbate biases in their decisions and recommendations.
Removing the sensitive covariates, such as gender or race, is insufficient to
remedy this issue since the biases may be retained due to other related
covariates. We present a regularization approach to this problem that trades
off predictive accuracy of the learned models (with respect to biased labels)
for the fairness in terms of statistical parity, i.e. independence of the decisions
from the sensitive covariates. In particular, we consider a general framework of
regularized empirical risk minimization over reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
and impose an additional regularizer of dependence between predictors and
sensitive covariates using kernel-based measures of dependence, namely the
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) and its normalized version.
This approach leads to a closed-form solution in the case of squared loss,
i.e. ridge regression. Moreover, we show that the dependence regularizer
has an interpretation as modifying the corresponding Gaussian process (GP)
prior. As a consequence, a GP model with a prior that encourages fairness to
sensitive variables can be derived, allowing principled hyperparameter selection
and studying of the relative relevance of covariates under fairness constraints.
Experimental results in synthetic examples and in real problems of income and
crime prediction illustrate the potential of the approach to improve fairness of
automated decisions.
Keywords: Fairness, Kernel methods, Gaussian processes, Regularization,
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Current and upcoming pervasive application of machine learning algo-
rithms promises to have an enormous impact on people’s lives. For exam-
ple, algorithms now decide on the best curriculum to fill in a position [20],
determine wages [11], help in pre-trial risk assessment [4], and evaluate risk
of violence [9]. Concerns were raised about the lack of fairness, equity and
ethics in machine learning to treat these types of problems1. Indeed, standard
machine learning models are far from being fair, just, or equitable: they will
retain and often exacerbate systemic biases present in data. For example, a
model trained simply to minimize a loss with respect to human-provided la-
bels which are subject to a cognitive bias cannot be expected to be free from
that bias. More nuanced modelling approaches are needed to move towards
fair decision-making processes based on machine learning algorithms. New
algorithms should also be easy to use, implement and interpret.
1.2. Approaches to Fairness in Machine Learning
Fairness is an elusive concept, and adopts many forms and definitions. The
field is vast, and a wide body of literature and approaches exists [30, 22, 8].
Let us broadly distinguish into two classes of fairness: individual and group
fairness. On one hand, individual fairness [12, 21, 26, 19] is a notion that can
be roughly understood as: “similar individuals should be treated similarly’.
An example is [12], where it is assumed that there exists a similarity measure
among individuals, and the goal is to find a classifier that returns similar
outcomes for individuals with high similarity. Joseph et al. [21] gives another
formalization of individual fairness, which can be loosely described as: “less
qualified individual should not be favoured”, where the notion of quality
is estimated from data. Although practically important, there are certain
obstacles that prevent individual fairness being widely adopted in practice.
For example, the approach from [12] requires a pre-agreed similarity measure
which may be difficult to define. Also, employing individual fairness requires
evaluation on any pair of individuals in the dataset and when dealing with
large datasets, such computation may be infeasible.
On the other hand, group fairness focuses on the inequality at the group
level (where groups may be defined using a sensitive variable such as race
or gender). More broadly, outcomes should not differ systematically based
1See for example the Handbook on European non-discrimination law and the Paycheck
Fairness Act in the U.S. Federal Legislation.
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on individuals’ protected (sensitive) information or group membership. This
problem has been addressed by modifying classification rules [30, 34] or
preprocessing the data to remove sensitive dependencies explicitly [22, 29,
13, 33]. Down-weighting sensitive features or directly removing them have
been proposed [38]. However, simply removing the sensitive covariates (such
as gender, disability, or race, to predict, e.g., monthly income or credit score)
is often insufficient as related variables may still enter the model. Sensitive
covariate may be inferred from those related variables and the bias is retained.
Including covariates related to the sensitive variables in the models is called
redlining, and induces the problem known as the omitted variable bias (OVB).
Alternative approaches seek fair representation learning, i.e. achieving fairness
through finding an optimal way to preprocess the data and map it into a latent
space where all information about the sensitive variables is removed. After such
preprocessing, standard machine techniques are employed to build predictive
models. Examples of these methods include [37, 23, 1, 6]. Statistical parity
approaches, on the other hand, directly impose the independence between
predictor and sensitive variables [5, 24, 13, 31]. Various other statistical
measures across groups can be considered, e.g. equalized odds which require
that the false positive and false negative rates should be approximately equal
across different groups [28, 18, 7, 36], and other examples are given in [3].
Group fairness is attractive because it is simple to implement, it often leads
to convex optimization problems, and it is easy to verify in practice. However,
as argued by [12], group fairness cannot give guarantees to individuals as only
average fairness to members of each subgroup is attained.
1.3. Regularization for Group Fairness
In this paper, we build on the work of [31] which falls within the framework
of group fairness and was the first work that considered the notion of statistical
parity with continuous labels. In particular, independence between predictor
and sensitive variables is imposed by employing a kernel dependence measure,
namely the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) [17], as a regu-
larizer in the objective function. Regularization is one of the key concepts
in modern supervised learning, which allows imposing structural assumptions
and inductive biases onto the problem at hand. It ranges from classical notions
of sparsity, shrinkage, and model complexity to the more intricate regulariza-
tion terms which allow building specific assumptions about the predictors into
the objective functions, e.g. smoothness on manifolds [2]. Such regularization
viewpoint for algorithmic fairness was presented in [24] in the context of classi-
fication, and was extended to regression and dimensionality reduction with ker-
nel methods in [31]. Our work extends [31] in the following three ways. Firstly,
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we give a general framework of empirical risk minimization with fairness regu-
larizers and their interpretation. Secondly, we derive a Gaussian Process (GP)
formulation of the fairness regularization framework, which allows uncertainty
quantification and principled hyperparameter selection. Finally, we introduce
a normalized version of the fairness regularizer which makes it less sensitive to
the choice of kernel parameters. We demonstrate how the developed fairness
regularization framework trades off model’s predictive accuracy (with respect
to potentially biased data) for independence to the sensitive covariates. It is
worth noting that, in our setting, a function which produced the labels is not
necessarily the function we wish to learn, so that the predictive accuracy is
not necessarily a gold-standard criterion.
The paper is structured as follows. The general framework, together with
the relevant background, is developed in §2. In §3, we develop a Gaussian
Process (GP) interpretation of kernel dependence regularization. We give
some instances of fairness-regularized ERM and their interpretation in §4. §5
describes the normalized kernel dependence regularizer. Experimental results
are presented in §6. We conclude the work with some remarks and further
work in §7.
2. Regression with dependence penalization
2.1. Fairness regularization framework
We build on a pragmatic definition of fairness following [7]. We are given a
set of inputs, xi ∈ X , and the corresponding targets, yi ∈ Y , for i = 1, . . . , n.
Furthermore, we have observations of sensitive inputs si ∈ S (sensitive inputs
si could be treated as a subset of xi). We take xi to be an iid sample from an
X -valued random variable x, and similarly for s. For simplicity, we will assume
that the inputs are vectorial, i.e. X ⊆ Rd×1, S ⊆ Rq×1 and that the targets
are scalar, i.e. Y ⊆ R, but the exposition can be trivially extended to non-
Euclidean or structured domains which admit positive definite kernel functions.
We let X ∈ Rn×d denote the matrix of n observed inputs corresponding to d
explanatory covariates, S ∈ Rn×q denotes the set of q sensitive (protected)
variables, y ∈ Rn×1 denotes the vector of observed targets, which we assume
are corrupted with historical biases, and yˆ is the predictor. We will also
introduce the following notions of fair predictors in terms of statistical parity.
The fitted predictor f : X → Y is said to be parity-fair to the sensitive input
s if and only if f(x) is statistically independent of s. Moreover, it is said to
be parity-fair in expectation to the sensitive input s if and only if Ex|s [f(x)|s]
does not depend on s.
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Remark. We note that parity-fairness implies parity-fairness in expectation
but that the converse is not true. For example, it may be possible that the
conditional variance Var[f(x)|s] still depends on s. For a concrete example,
consider the case of modelling income where gender is a sensitive variable.
Parity-fairness in expectation implies that the mean predicted income does
not depend on the gender, but it is possible that, e.g. the variance is larger for
one of the genders. This is hence a weaker notion of fairness, as it may still
result in predictions where, say, the top 10% earners all have the same gender.
Fitting a fairness-regularized predictor f∗ ∈ H for some hypothesis class
H, reduces to optimizing a regularized empirical risk functional [24, 31]:
f∗ = arg min
f∈H
1
n
n∑
i=1
V (f(xi), yi) + Ω(f) + ηI(f(x), s) (1)
where V is the loss function, Ω acts as an overfitting/complexity penalty
on f , and I measures the statistical dependence between the model f and
the protected variables. By setting η = 0, standard, yet potentially biased,
machine learning models are obtained.
The framework admits many variants depending on the loss function V ,
regularizer Ω and the dependence measure, I. In [24], a logistic loss was used
and I was a simplified version of the mutual information estimator. In [31],
the hypothesis class was a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), and the
dependence measure I was Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC),
based on the norm of the particular cross-covariance operator on RKHSs [17],
allowing one to deal with several sensitive variables simultaneously. When
combined with the framework of kernel ridge regression, a closed-form solution
is obtained. In this paper, we extend the latter formalism and introduce
a Gaussian process (GP) treatment of the problem. Then we study the
HSIC penalization as a modified GP prior, and explore the aspects of HSIC
normalization, and the interpretability of the hyperparameters inferred under
the GP framework. Before that, let us fix notation and review the basics of
GP modeling and kernel-based dependence measures.
2.2. GP models
In GP modeling, observations yi are assumed to arise from a probabilistic
model pλ (yi|f(xi)), parametrized by the evaluation f(xi) of a latent function
f at the input xi. Here, λ > 0 is an optional hyperparameter used to rescale
the log-likelihood, i.e. log pλ (yi|f(xi)) = const + 1λ log p (yi|f(xi)). For exam-
ple, in GP regression, we assume a normal likelihood, i.e. log pλ(yi|f(xi)) =
const − 1
2λ
(yi − f(xi))2. Equivalently, the latent function is impaired by a
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Gaussian noise of variance λ, i.e. yi = f(xi) + εi, εi ∼ N (0, λ), independently
over i = 1, . . . , n. A Gaussian process prior, typically zero-mean2, is placed
on the latent function f , denoted f(x) ∼ GP(0, kθ(x,x′)), where kθ(x,x′) is a
covariance function parametrized by θ. Advantageously, GPs provide a coher-
ent framework to select model hyperparameters θ and λ by maximizing the
marginal log-likelihood, or to pursue Bayesian treatment of hyperparameters.
Moreover, they yield a posterior distribution over predictions f(x?) for new
inputs x?, allowing to quantify uncertainty and return a predictive posterior of
target y?, not just a point estimate. We will denote latent function evaluations
over all inputs as f = [f(x1), . . . , f(xn)]
>.
2.3. Dependence measures with kernels
Consider random variables z and w taking values in general domains Z
and W . Given kernel functions m and l on Z and W respectively, with
RKHSs Hm and Hl, the cross-covariance operator is defined as a linear
operator Σzw : Hl → Hm such that 〈g,Σzwh〉Hm = Cov[g(z), h(w)], for all
g ∈ Hm, h ∈ Hl. Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) measuring
dependence between z and w is then given by the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of
Σzw. HSIC can be understood as a maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [16]
between the joint probability measure of z and w and the product of their
marginals. Given the dataset D with n pairs drawn from the joint P (z,w), an
empirical estimator of HSIC is defined as [17]:
ĤSICm,l(z,w) =
1
n2
Tr(MHLH), (2)
where M, L are the kernel matrices computed on observations {zi}ni=1 and
{wi}ni=1 using kernels m and l respectively, and H = I − 1n11> has the role
of centering the data in the feature space. For a broad family of kernels
m and l (including e.g. Gaussian RBF and Mate´rn family), the population
HSIC equals 0 if and only if z and w are statistically independent, cf. [17].
Hence, nonparametric independence tests consistent against all departures
from independence can be devised using HSIC estimators with such kernels.
Note, however, that the selection of the kernel functions and their parameters
have a strong impact on the value of HSIC estimator. As we will see, this is
important when HSIC is used as a regularizer, as it generally leads to different
predictive models.
2For example, in regression, it is customary to subtract sample average from the targets
{yi}ni=1, and then to assume a zero-mean model.
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Moreover, HSIC is sensitive to the scale appearing in the marginal dis-
tributions of z and w and their units of measurements and hence needs an
appropriate normalization if it is to depict a dependence measure useful for,
e.g. relative dependence comparisons. This problem is well recognized in
the literature and a normalized version of HSIC, called NOCCO (NOrmalized
Cross-Covariance Operator) was introduced in [15].
3. Interpretations of HSIC penalization
Consider a particular instantiation of the regularized functional in (1) given
by
min
f∈Hk
{
1
n
n∑
i=1
V (f(xi), yi) +
λ
n
‖f‖2Hk + ηĤSICm,l(f(x), s)
}
, (3)
where we adopted the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) Hk as a
hypothesis class and added a fairness penalization term consisting of an
estimator of HSIC between the predicted response f(x) and the sensitive
variable s.
With appropriate choices of kernels m and l, HSIC regularizer captures all
types of statistical dependence between f(x) and s. However, we will here focus
on fairness in expectation as it will give us a convenient link to GP modelling.
Fairness in expectation corresponds to adopting a linear kernel on f(x), i.e.,
m(f(xi), f(xj)) = f(xi)f(xj). Estimator (2) then simplifies to
ĤSICm,l(f(x), s) =
1
n2
Tr(ff>HLH) =
1
n2
f>HLHf . (4)
Given that this fairness penalty term only depends on the unknown functionf
through its evaluations f at the training inputs {xi}, direct application of
Representer theorem [27] tells us that the optimal solution can be written as
f =
∑n
i=1 αik(·,xi). Hence, we obtain the so called dual problem
min
α∈Rn
{
1
n
n∑
i=1
V (f(xi), yi) +
λ
n
α>Kα +
η
n2
α>KHLHKα
}
. (5)
The problem (5) can now be solved for α directly, and in the case of squared
loss, it has a closed form solution [31].
3.1. Modified Gaussian Process Prior
For a Bayesian interpretation of (3), we here assume that the loss corre-
sponds to the negative conditional log-likelihood in some probabilistic model,
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i.e. that V (f(xi), yi) = − log p (yi|f(xi)), which is true for a wide class of loss
functions. Hence, we will write (3) as:
min
f∈Hk
{
−
n∑
i=1
log p(yi|f(xi))
λ
+ ‖f‖2Hk + δf>HLHf
}
, (6)
where we write δ = η/λn (note that the objective (3) is rescaled by n/λ
such that the regularization parameter λ now plays the role of rescaling the
log-likelihood).
Consider now using explicit feature mapping xi 7→ φ(xi) (for the moment
assumed finite-dimensional) and denoting the feature matrix by Φ, we have
f = Φβ and thus can recast optimization as (so called primal problem) with
some abuse of notation3:
min
β∈Rm
{
1
λ
V (y,Φβ) + β>β + δβ>Φ>HLHΦβ
}
. (7)
These problems give us an insight about how the two regularization terms
interact. It is well known that solutions to regularized ERM over RKHS
Hk are closely related to GP models using covariance kernel k – for a recent
overview, cf. [25] and references therein. In particular, by inspecting (7), the
two regularization terms correspond, up to an additive constant, to a negative
log-prior of β ∼ N
(
0,
(
I + δΦ>HLHΦ
)−1)
, which in turn gives a prior on
the evaluations f ∼ N
(
0,Φ
(
I + δΦ>HLHΦ
)−1
Φ>
)
. By directly applying
the Woodbury-Morrison formula, the covariance matrix in this prior becomes
(K−1 + δHLH)−1, compared to K in the standard GP case. Thus, adding an
HSIC regularizer corresponds to modifying the prior on function evaluations
f . A natural question arises:
Question 1 : can the fairness-regularized ERM in (3) be interpreted as
simply modifying the GP prior on the whole function f into a fair GP
prior?
As the next proposition shows, the answer to Question 1 is positive. The
proof is given in Appendix A.
3We write V (y, f) = −∑ni=1 log p(yi|f(xi)) to denote the rescaled conditional negative
log-likelihood.
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Proposition 1. Solution to (6) corresponds to the posterior mode in a
Bayesian model using a modified GP prior
f ∼ GP (0, k(·, ·)− k>X·(KHLH + δ−1I)−1HLHkX·) . (8)
where kX· = [k(·,x1), · · · , k(·,xn)]>, for any training set {xi}ni=1.
Several important consequences of the GP interpretation will allow us to
improve the fair learning process. In particular, the GP treatment allows us to
easily derive uncertainty estimates and perform hyperparameter learning us-
ing marginal log-likelihood maximization, which is more practical than typical
cross-validation strategy limited to simple parameterizations. More impor-
tantly, appropriate inference of the model (parameters and hyperparameters)
thus yield closer insight into the fairness tradeoffs.
3.2. Projections using Cross-Covariance Operators
We can derive an additional intepretation of the fairness regularizer in
terms of cross-covariance operators. Namely, by considering an explicit feature
map si 7→ ψ(si) corresponding to the kernel l, and denoting the feature matrix
by Ψ, i.e. L = ΨΨ> we see that the fairness regularizer in (5) reads
β>Φ>HLHΦβ = ‖Ψ>HΦβ‖22 = n2‖Σˆsxβ‖22, (9)
where Σˆsx =
1
n
Ψ>HΦ is the empirical cross-covariance matrix between feature
vectors φ(xi) and ψ(si). This interpretation also holds in the case of infinite-
dimensional RKHSs Hk and Hl. For an infinite-dimensional version of primal
formulation, we define sampling operator S : Hk → Rn, Sf = f . Then the
HSIC regularizer becomes
f>HLHf = 〈Sf,HLHSf〉Rn = 〈f,S∗HLHSf〉Hk ,
where the adjoint S∗ acts as S∗ : α 7→∑ni=1 αik(·, xi). Moreover, if we define
similarly the sampling operator for kernel l, i.e. R : Hl → Rn, ∀h ∈ Hl with
Rh = [h(s1), . . . , h(sn)]>, then L = RR∗ and S∗HR = nΣˆxs, R∗HS = nΣˆsx.
Here, Σˆxs : Hl → Hk and Σˆxs : Hk → Hl are the empirical cross-covariance
operators [15], i.e. ∀f ∈ Hk, h ∈ Hl
〈f, Σˆxsh〉Hk = 〈Σˆsxf, h〉Hl =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(xi)h(si)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
f(xi)
1
n
n∑
i=1
h(si).
Thus, the overall objective can be written as
min
f∈Hk
{
1
λ
V (y,Sf) +
〈
f,
(
I + δn2ΣˆxsΣˆsx
)
f
〉
Hk
}
. (10)
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Here, I denotes the identity on Hk. Hence, the additional regularization
term is up to scaling simply
〈f, ΣˆxsΣˆsxf〉Hk = ‖Σˆsxf‖2Hl =
∑
i∈I
Ĉov(ui(s), f(x)),
where ui is an arbitrary basis of Hl. This gives another insight into the fairness
regularizer as an action of the empirical cross-covariance operator between
sensitive and remaining inputs s and x on the learned function4. As we shall
see, this perspective will also allow us to construct a normalized version of
fairness regularizer in Section §5.
4. Instances of dependence-regularized learning
In this section, we give two concrete examples of fair learning and give
illustrations how the fairness penalty enforces the fairness in both the ridge
regression setting and in the Bayesian learning setting. As before, we denote
by Σxs the cross-covariance operator and by Σˆxs its empirical version.
Fair Linear Regression. We start with the simple case of linear regression. We
note that the kernel k on x is then linear, while the kernel l on s need not be.
For simplicity, let us assume that l is finite-dimensional and write its explicit
feature map as ψ(s) ∈ Rm. Thus, we have the following minimization problem:
β∗ : = arg min
β
1
n
‖y −Xβ‖22 +
λ
n
‖β‖22 + η‖Σˆsxβ‖22
= arg min
β
1
λ
‖y −Xβ‖22 + β>(I + δn2ΣˆxsΣˆsx)β. (11)
The purpose of fair linear regression is to predict y from inputs X while
ensuring that the predictions are independent of the sensitive variable s. From
(11), we see that the HSIC regularizer penalizes the weighted norm of β. The
weight on each dimension of β is guided by the cross-covariance operator
Σˆsx : Rd → Rm. As a result, if a dimension xi in x has a high covariance with
any of the entries in ψ(s), its corresponding coefficient βi will be shrank towards
zero, leading to a low covariance between f(x) and ψ(s). This can be illustrated
by the following toy case. Since feature spaces are finite-dimensional, we can
treat Σˆsx as an m × d matrix. Say that m < d and that Σˆsx has zero-off
4Note that this operator is different from the cross-covariance operator defining HSIC in
(3) itself, as the latter pertains to cross-covariance between s and f(x)
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diagonal entries (i.e. the only non-zero cross-correlations are between the i-th
dimension of x and the i-th dimension of ψ(s)). We further enlarge Σˆsx to be
a d × d matrix by appending zeros. We denote the diagonal elements of the
enlarged matrix as σ1, . . . , σd, σi ≥ 0. As a result, ΣˆxsΣˆsx ∈ Rd×d is symmetric
and diagonal with diagonal elements σ21, . . . , σ
2
d. Now the second term in Eq.
(11) is simply:
β>(I + δn2ΣˆxsΣˆsx)β =
d∑
i=1
(1 + δn2σ2i )β
2
i
Since we aim at minimizing the penalty term β>(I+δΣˆxsΣˆsx)β, the coefficient
βi is likely to be low if the corresponding feature has high covariance with ψ(s),
i.e. high σi. In the extreme case where δ → ∞, βi → 0 for all the features
that have positive covariance with ψ(s). Moreover, if feature i has σi = 0, its
coefficient is unaffected by the extra penalization. In practice of course, Σˆsx is
rarely diagonal, but the general idea is the same: the regularizer simply takes
into account all cross-correlations to determine the penalty on each coefficient.
We now turn to the Bayesian perspective. Note that (11) is equivalent to
the following Bayesian linear regression model
Y = Xβ + ,  ∼ N (0, λ),
β ∼ N (0,Σ), Σ = (I + δn2ΣˆxsΣˆsx)−1. (12)
Comparing to the normal Bayesian linear regression, we can see that this
version simply modifies the prior on β. The same interpretation holds:
assuming Σˆsx is diagonal and denoting the i-th diagonal element of ΣˆxsΣˆsx
as σ2i , the prior covariance matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix with i-th diagonal
element of (1 + δn2σ2i )
−1. This means that we modify our prior such that the
coefficients corresponding to the features with high σi are shrank towards zero.
Fair Kernel Ridge Regression. We now consider the nonlinear case with
RKHSs Hk and Hl corresponding to feature maps φ(·) and ψ(·) respectively.
We denote the transformed data as Φ and Ψ with the corresponding Gram
matrices K and L. We extend the fair learning problem in the nonlinear case
as the following optimization problem.
β¯ := argmin
1
n
‖Y −Φβ‖22 +
λ
n
‖β‖22 + η‖Σˆsxβ‖22
= argmin
1
λ
‖Y −Φβ‖22 + β>(I + δn2ΣˆxsΣˆsx)β. (13)
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The interpretation of the form is similar to the linear case. We would like
to penalize more for the coefficient βi if its corresponding feature has a large
covariance with sensitive features s.
Let us explore the Bayesian treatment of the nonlinear fair learning
problem. In the weight space view, Eq.(13) corresponds to the same model as
(12), with Y = Φβ + . However, we can readily derive the GP formulation.
For any kernel k where k(x,x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉, the GP model is given by
f ∼ GP(0, k∗(·, ·)), y|f(x) ∼ N (f(x), λ),
k∗(x,x′) = 〈φ(x),Σ∗φ(x′)〉, Σ∗ = (I + δn2ΣˆxsΣˆsx)−1. (14)
While it is not obvious that k∗ is tractable as it involves the operator
Σ∗ : Hk → Hk, Proposition 1 proves that k∗(x,x′) = k(x,x′)− k>Xx(KHLH +
δ−1I)−1HLHkXx′ and hence, one can readily employ this kernel as a modified
GP prior and make use of the extensive GP modeling toolbox. We also note
that we can treat kernel parameters of k and l as well as δ simply as parameters
of k∗.
5. Normalized dependence regularizers
We have explained the fair kernel learning, and introduced its correspond-
ing Gaussian process version. Also, we provided another view of the depen-
dence penalizer as the weighted norm of the coefficients where the weights are
given by the cross-covariance operator. However, one issue with this frame-
work is that the dependence measure is sensitive to the kernel parameters.
For example, if we look at problem (3), the extra penalty term f>HLHf is
sensitive to the hyperparameters θk and θl from kernel k and l. Notice that
varying θl does not affect the other two terms in the objective function, one
could simply adjust θl to reduce the HSIC value and hence reduce the objective
function value. The unfairness however, is not reduced. Hence, one needs a
parameter invariant dependence measure to avoid such an issue. As a result,
we introduce the normalized fair learning framework in this section.
As shown in Eq. 3, fairness is enforced through using HSIC value as the
penalizer. Hence, a naive way of dealing with parameter sensitivity is to use the
normalized version of HSIC. This has been extensively studied in [15] where the
so called NOCCO was proposed. Replacing HSIC with Hilbert-Schmidt norm
of NOCCO in Eq. 3, the fair learning is the following optimization problem:
min
f∈Hk
{
1
n
n∑
i=1
V (f(xi), yi) + λ‖f‖2Hk + ηTr[RfRS]
}
, (15)
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where Tr[RfRS] is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of NOCCO between f(x) and S.
Rf = HKH(HKH +nI)
−1, RS = HLH(HLH +nI)−1 and  is the regular-
ization parameter used in the same way as in [15]. Since we are using the linear
kernel for f(x) and f = Φβ, we have Rf = HΦxββ
>Φ>x H(HΦxββ
>Φ>x H +
nI)−1. However, problem (15) does not admit a closed form solution. The
reason is that the derivative of Tr[RfRS] is not linear in β. Hence, we ask the
following question:
Question 2 : can we find a normalized fair learning which admits a closed
form solution?
It turns out that the cross-covariance view of fair learning provides us a
way to answer this question. In (11), we used the empirical cross-covariance
operator as the penalizer. To avoid the parameter sensitivity issue, we could
use the normalized cross-covariance operator Vsx := Σ
−1/2
ss ΣsxΣ
−1/2
xx to replace
Σsx. Let Vˆsx := Σˆ
−1/2
ss ΣˆsxΣˆ
−1/2
xx be the empirical version of Vsx, the learning
problem is now:
β¯ := argminβ
{
1
n
‖y −Xβ‖22 + λ‖β‖22 + η‖Vˆsxβ‖22
}
. (16)
This leads to a closed-form solution as
β¯ = (Φ>xΦx + nλI + nηVˆxsVˆsx)
−1Φ>x y
= (Φ>xΦx + nλI + nηΣˆ
−1/2
xx ΣˆxsΣˆ
−1
ss ΣˆsxΣˆ
−1/2
xx )
−1Φ>x y.
In case where φ(·) and ψ(·) are finite dimensional, the above provides a valid
solution to the normalized fair learning problem. However, this is not the case
if either of φ(·) and ψ(·) is infinite dimensional. Since we face the problem of
evaluating Σ
−1/2
xx and Σ
−1/2
ss terms which are infinite dimensional operators.
To remedy this issue, we notice that the HSIC is potentially sensitive to
parameters from k and l. During the optimization process, parameters from k
is tuned from the data, while the parameters from l are free to adjust. Hence,
one could only partially normalize the cross-covariance operator with respect
to hyperparameters from l and formulate the following learning problem:
β¯ := argmin
{
1
n
‖y −Xβ‖22 + λ‖β‖22
}
+ η‖Σˆ−1/2ss Σˆsxβ‖22 (17)
This gives us a closed-form solution as
β¯ = (Φ>x Φx + nλI + nηΣˆxsΣˆ
−1
ss Σˆsx)
−1Φ>x y
= Φ>x (K + nλI + ηKL˜(L˜ + nI)
−1)−1y (18)
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where in the second equality we applied the Woodbury matrix inversion
lemma5. As a result, the prediction at the training point for fair learning
is
fˆ(x) = K(K + nλI + ηKL˜(L˜ + nI)−1)−1y.
Remark. We provide a justification for (17) via the conditional covariance
operator. For any two random variable x and s, we define the conditional
covariance operator
Σxx|s = Σxx −ΣxsΣ−1ss Σsx6.
It has been shown in [14, Proposition 2] that
〈β,Σxx|sβ〉 = 〈β,Σxxβ〉 − 〈β,ΣxsΣ−1ss Σsxβ〉
= inf
g∈Hl
Exs|f(x)− g(s)|2 (19)
Notice that Eq.(19) is the minimal residual error when we use g(s) to predict
f(x), for any g ∈ Hl. In other words, it is the variance in f(x) that cannot
be explained by g(s). Since 〈β,Σxxβ〉 represents the variance of f(x), we can
treat 〈β,ΣxsΣ−1ss Σsxβ〉 as the maximal amount of variance of f(x) that can be
explained by g(s). In (17),
‖Σˆ−1/2ss Σˆsxβ‖22 = 〈β, ΣˆxsΣˆ−1ss Σˆsxβ〉,
minimizing this term is equivalent to minimize the amount of variance in
f(x) that can be explained by g(s),∀g ∈ Hl. This is essentially the same
as minimizing the dependence between f(x) and s. Furthermore, if l is a
universal kernel ( e.g. Gaussian kernel, Laplace kernel, etc., refer to [35] for
more details on universal kernel), Eq.(19) can be rewritten as
〈β,Σxx|sβ〉 = inf
g∈L2
Exs|f(x)− g(s)|2, (20)
where L2 is the space of all square integrable functions defined on S. In this
case, 〈β,ΣxsΣ−1ss Σsxβ〉 quantifies the maximal amount of variance in f(x) that
can be explained by g(s),∀g ∈ L2. Note that L2 is independent of the choice
of l, this is particularly useful in the normalized fair learning problem. The
reason is, although in defining Σxs we rely on the hyperparameter θl from
kernel l, the quantity 〈β,ΣxsΣ−1ss Σsxβ〉 is independent of l. In other words,
varying θl will not affect its value. This justifies the usage of ‖Σˆ−1/2ss Σˆsxβ‖22 as
the penalty term in normalized fair learning.
5In computing Σˆ−1ss , we use (Σˆss + I)
−1 instead to avoid the issue with non-invertible
matrix.
6For convenience, we have abused the notation Σ−1xx since Σss can be non-invertible. But
in this case, we can always use the regularized version (Σxx + I)
−1 instead.
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6. Experiments
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed methods
on both synthetic and real-data problems, and study the effect of the fairness
regularization. We first study performance in simulated toy datasets that allow
us to study the error-vs-dependence paths and demonstrate the potential of
proposed approaches in controlled scenarios. Secondly, we study the effect of
the normalized dependence regularizer as well as the use of the GP formulation
in contrast to the ERM framework, i.e. kernel ridge regression, in two real-data
fairness problems: crime prediction and income prediction.
6.1. Toy dataset 1
We start by demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed fairness
framework by comparing it to two other baselines based on the fairness
literature. The first approach is simple omission of the sensitive variable
(OSV), where we use all the features except the prespecified sensitive variable.
The second one mimics the ideas of fair representation learning (FRL) [37]
where the input data is transformed such that it contains as much information
as possible from the original data while simultaneously being statistically
independent from the sensitive variable. The transformed data is then used
for learning. The dataset we consider is as follows: we first sample x1, x2, z
independently from N (0, 1); assuming z is unobserved, we let the sensitive
variable be x3 =
1√
2
(x1 + z). Obviously, x1 and x3 are correlated. Let the true
function of interest be
f(x, z) = sign((x1 − z)x3)|x2|,
where x = [x1, x2, x3]
T . It is readily checked that f(x, z) is marginally
independent of the sensitive variable x3. We now further assume that the
observations y include a bias that is based on the sensitive variable x3
y = f(x, z) + 2b1{x3>0} − b+ ,
i.e. the observations are on average increased by b when x3 > 0 and decreased
by b otherwise. Given data {xi, yi}ni , our task is to find a best fit while
preserving fairness in terms of statistical parity. Clearly, simply removing
the sensitive variable while training the model is not appropriate as the bias
in the observations is correlated with x1 as well and will thus be retained.
Alternatively, we may want to fully remove all dependence on x3 from the
inputs. This simply corresponds to transforming x1 as follows:
x˜1 = x1 − E [x1x3]Ex23
x3 = x1 − 1√
2
x3 =
1
2
(x1 − z) . (21)
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However, this shows the danger of such an approach – we now have input
x˜1 independent of the sensitive variable, but the true function f(x, z) is
marginally independent of x˜1 as well and hence the transformed variable
will not be useful for learning! Hence, the fairness regularization on the
predictor provides a remedy – it directly penalizes the dependence between
the predictor and the sensitive variable rather than between the inputs and
the sensitive variable, which does not take into account the learning problem
at hand. We compare the performances between the following approaches:
standard kernel ridge regression (KRR) and Gaussian process regression
(GPR) without data modification, fairness regularization (both KRR and
GPR versions) with different η (refer to Eq. 3) values; OSV and FRL. In
the case of kernel ridge regression (KRR), we choose the kernel lengthscale
and regularization parameter with cross-validation and in the GP versions,
we choose them via maximization of the marginal likelihood. We measure
the performance of each model through the coefficient of determination R2 =
variance explained by the predictor
total variance
with respect to both the observed responses yi and
the true function values. By definition of R2, we would expect the standard
approach to achieve the highest R2 (on biased data) as it utilizes all the
available information, whereas FRL would have the lowest score. For fairness
regularization, this will depend on the value of η, i.e. model with high η will
have low R2. Looking at Table 1, we do see this pattern. On the other hand,
if we consider R2 on the true function values, we see that it tends to increase
with higher η, i.e. higher fairness regularization improves the removal of the
bias present in the observed responses from the predictors. As expected, FRL
detects no signal on this data, and OSV also leads to a significant drop in
R2. In addition, since the GP version allows us to systematically select the
hyperparameters, we can see that in most cases, R2 from the GP model will
be higher than its kernel regression version. We next report the correlation
between the predicted value yˆ and x3. Likewise, we would expect the standard
approach will have the highest correlation while the FRL will have the lowest
correlation. For fairness regularization, the correlation decreases as η increases.
Table 2 reports these results. We see that OSV still has a high correlation to
the sensitive variable x3. In contrast, the GPR for η = 200 allows a predictor
that is essentially uncorrelated from x3 while having strong R
2 performance.
6.2. Toy dataset 2
We next consider a simple simulated dataset following the model from [31]:
y = x2 + s2 + , x|s ∼ N (log(|s|), σ2x),
s ∼ N (0, σ2s ),  ∼ N (0, σ2y).
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Table 1: The R2 wrt. observations (left) and wrt. true value (right).
Approach KRR GPR KRR GPR
Standard 0.606 ± 0.002 0.612 ± 0.002 0.332 ± 0.003 0.356 ± 0.003
η = 2× 10−3 0.600 ± 0.002 0.610 ± 0.001 0.358 ± 0.003 0.335 ± 0.002
η = 0.2 0.567 ± 0.001 0.586 ± 0.009 0.341 ± 0.005 0.394 ± 0.010
η = 20 0.488 ± 0.008 0.506 ± 0.012 0.466 ± 0.011 0.472 ± 0.008
η = 200 0.384 ± 0.011 0.403 ± 0.005 0.321 ± 0.014 0.530 ± 0.004
OSV 0.238 ± 0.007 0.196 ± 0.013 0.123 ± 0.008 0.098 ± 0.019
FRL -0.021 ± 0.002 -0.009 ± 0.001 -0.024 ± 0.002 -0.011 ± 0.001
Table 2: The correlation between yˆ and x3.
Approach KRR GPR
Standard 0.3917 ± 0.0011 0.3863 ± 0.0013
η = 2× 10−3 0.4053 ± 0.0019 0.3853 ± 0.0024
η = 0.2 0.3337 ± 0.0104 0.3257 ± 0.0206
η = 20 0.1364 ± 0.0150 0.2234 ± 0.0455
η = 200 0.1066 ± 0.0078 0.0139 ± 0.0031
OSV 0.2976 ± 0.0053 0.3195 ± 0.0058
FRL -0.0010 ± 0.0012 -0.0102 ± 0.0013
Similarly as in the previous example, even if we omit the sensitive variable
s, the remaining variables are dependent on it. We will use this dataset to
study the impact of normalizing the HSIC regularizer on the trade-offs between
the predictive performance and dependence on the sensitive variable. We
compare here the following methods: Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR), Fair
Kernel Learning (FKL), and the Normalized Fair Kernel Learning (NFKL)
on toy dataset 2. To validate the behavior of the proposed methods we
used the RMSE as an error measurement of the predictions. As a fairness
measurement we used both the HSIC and Mutual Information (MI) estimates
between the output predictions and the sensitive variables. We performed 50
trials using n = 700 points for training algorithms and 700 points for the
final test validation. We chose 25 different values for the fairness parameter
η logarithmically spaced in the range [10−7, 103]. In the case of the kernel
lengthscale and regularization parameters we did cross-validation taking 10
values logarithmically spaced in ranges θ ∈ [10−4, 103] and λ ∈ [10−4, 104]. In
the case of NFKL we have fixed the parameter  = 10−6. Figure 1 illustrates
the averaged results of the presented methods. The standard KRR method
(corresponding to case η = 0) achieves the best performance in RMSE, but it is
the also the most unfair in terms of both dependence measures. The use of the
proposed fairness regularization approaches is able to mitigate the unfairness
of the predictors by trading it off for the RMSE as the fairness regularization
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Figure 1: (left) RMSE vs. HSIC of the ERM versions for different values of the fairness
parameter. (right) RMSE vs. Mutual Information of the ERM versions for different values
of the fairness parameter.
parameter η is varied producing the unfairness/error curves shown in Figure
1. We see that NFKL outperforms FKL, i.e. that the normalization of the
regularizer substantially improves this tradeoff.
6.3. Crime and income prediction
In the next set of experiments, we empirically compare the performance of
fair kernel learning and our proposed GP version on two real datasets:
• Communities and Crime [32]. We are here concerned about predicting
per capita violent crime rate in different communities in the United States
from a set of relevant features, such as median family income or the
percentage of people under poverty line. Race is considered the sensitive
variable. The dataset contains 1994 instances with 127 features. Some
of the features contained many missing values as some surveys were not
conducted in some communities, so they were removed from the data.
This returns a 1993 × 100 data matrix. We will use this data to assess
performance of the discriminative versus the GP-based algorithm.
• Adult Income [10]. The Adult dataset contains 48841 subjects, which
consists of 32561 training data and 16581 data. The original data have 14
features among which 6 are continuous and the remaining are categorical.
The label is binary indicating whether a subjects’s income is higher that
50K or not. Each continuous feature was then discretized into quantiles
and represented by a binary variable. Hence the final dataset has 123
features. The goal is to predict a given subject’s income level while
controlling for the sensitive variables: gender and race. We preprocessed
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the data so that each feature of the predictor variable x as well as the
response variable y has zero mean and standard deviation 1.
Fair KRR vs Fair GP. We empirically compared the performance of the two
fair kernel learning model: kernel ridge regression and the modified GP version.
In the regression setting, we used 5-fold cross validation to choose the kernel
bandwidth parameter θk for k and the penalty parameter λ. For the sake of
a fair comparison, we have set the parameter for the kernel on the sensitive
variable s to be fixed at θl = 0.5, while we select θk according to the median
heuristic and also randomly draw 10 samples around its value. In addition, we
draw 15 values between [e−15, 1.0].
For the modified GP case, we fixed θl = 0.5 as in the regression setting while
optimizing over other hyperparameters. In both settings, we chose 7 different
η (the penalty hyperparameter for unfairness) in the interval [0, 10] with high
η value representing more fair model. Figure 2 demonstrate the result for the
two model in the crime data. We can see that for most of the time, the modified
GP outperforms kernel ridge regression. The modified GP gives better trade-
off between fairness and prediction accuracy due to its optimization process.
Note that the performance gap between fair kernel learning and fair GP is
larger in the Adult data than that in the Crime data. An possible reason is
that the Crime data is much harder to learn (RMSE is 0.6 at its highest) so
that the advantage of using GP in optimizing hyperparameter is limited.
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RMSE
10 2
2 × 10 2
3 × 10 2
4 × 10 2
6 × 10 2
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IC
Crime Data
Kernel Ridge Regression
Fair GP
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Misclassification Error
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10 2
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Figure 2: Comparisons between fairness-regularized kernel ridge regression and fairness-
regularized GP regression on crime and income data. Principled hyperparameter selection
due to the proposed GP model allows improved unfairness / prediction error trade-off curves.
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Fair GP with ARD Kernel. In this section, we show empirical evidence of the
performance of the modified GP fair learning with ARD (Automatic Relevance
Determination) kernel to the Communities and Crime real dataset. The goal
of this experiment setting is to assess the effect of the fair learning on the
coefficients for each feature. Specifically, we run two sets of experiments. The
first experiment is to perform predictions with standard GP. The kernel is set
to be ARD RBF defined as :
for x,x′ ∈ Rd, k(x,x′) = exp
(
−
d∑
i=1
θ−2i (xi − x′i)2
)
.
This experiment is similar to the previous one, except that we used the
modified GP framework. We would like to see how the θi’s for those sensitive
variables change when we impose the fairness regularizer. We list the results
in Table 3. The root mean square error and the unfairness of the predictions
in two settings are also reported in the table.
Table 3: The change of θi for sensitive variables with and without fair lerning
Sensitive Variable GP Fair GP
Race-Black 1.809 ± 0.216 2.939 ± 0.367
Race-White 6.728 ± 3.425 2.519 ± 0.038
Race-Asian 17.79 ± 11.96 117.9 ± 0.045
Race-Hispanic 53.90 ± 19.00 9.669 ± 1.606
Income-White 132.2 ± 2.823 213.0 ± 0.190
Income-Black 108.9 ± 88.73 389.3 ± 0.026
Income-Indian 176.4 ± 7.351 700.9 ± 0.014
Income-Asian 17.76 ± 8.051 386.2 ± 0.077
Income-Other 12.63 ± 6.762 411.3 ± 0.136
Income-Hispanic 175.2 ± 4.667 404.7 ± 0.020
RMSE 0.627 ± 0.054 0.766 ± 0.036
Unfairness 0.050 ± 0.001 0.0024 ± 0.0001
We can see that for most sensitive variables, their bandwidths were
significantly increased after performing fair learning. This means that in
computing the kernel value, those sensitive variables are contributing less, i.e.
we treat instances as similar even when their sensitive variables have different
values and as a result, the learned function varies less in those dimensions than
in others.
7. Conclusions
Using machine learning to facilitate and automate data-informed decisions
has a huge potential to benefit society and transform people’s lives. How-
ever, data used to train machine learning models are not necessarily free
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from cognitive or other biases, so the discovered patterns may retain or com-
pound discriminatory decisions. We introduced a regularization framework of
fairness-aware models where statistical dependence between predictions and
the sensitive, protected variables is penalized. The use of kernel dependence
measures as fairness regularizers allowed us to obtain simple regression models
with closed-form solutions, derive a probabilistic Gaussian process interpreta-
tion, as well as the appropriate normalization of the regularizers. The latter
two developments lead to principled and robust hyperparameter selection. The
developed methods show promising performance in synthetic and real-data ex-
periments involving crime and income prediction, allowing to strike favourable
tradeoffs between method’s predictive performance (on biased data) and its
fairness in terms of statistical parity. While we focused on a specific view-
point on fairness here, considering directly the statistical dependence on a
prespecified set of sensitive variables, construction of machine learning tech-
niques suited for other notions of fairness involving causal associations and
conditional dependencies presents an important future research challenge. As
there is also a flurry of research on the use of kernel methods in these fields,
similar approaches invoking appropriate notions of kernel-based regularizers
may be possible.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1
Through feature maps φ(·) and ψ(·), we map xi and si into the RKHS
Hk and Hl with kernel k(x,y) = φ(x)>φ(y) and l(x,y) = ψ(x)>ψ(y)
respectively.7 We form the estimation as f(xi) = φ(xi)
>β. Denote Φ =
[φ(x1), · · · , φ(xn)]> and Ψ = [ψ(s1), · · · , ψ(sn)]>, we have that f = Φβ. In
addition, we have K = ΦΦ> and L = ΨΨ>. We have shown that solving
problem (6) is equivalent to solve Eq.(7), which states that the fair learning
can be cast as the following optimization problem
min
β
{
1
λ
V (y,Φβ) + β>β + δβ>Φ>HLHΦβ
}
.
Using the negative conditional log-likelihood as the loss, i.e. V (f(xi), yi) =
− log p(yi|xi) and by rescaling, it can be rewritten as
min
β
{
−
n∑
i=1
log p(yi|φ(xi)>β)
λ
+ β>β + δβ>Φ>HLHΦβ
}
. (A.1)
7 For ease of presentation, we have abused the notation of inner product, since both φ(·)
and ψ(·) can be infinite dimensional.
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Let us consider a Gaussian Process model with prior kernel defined as in
the statement of Proposition 1 and the likelihood function p. For a set of
observations {xi, yi}ni=1, the model reads
f ∼ N (0,K−K(KHLH + (δI)−1)−1(HLH)K),
p(Y |f) ∼
n∏
i=1
p(yi|f(xi). (A.2)
Notice that
K−K(KHLH + (δI)−1)−1(HLH)K
= K−K(K + δ−1(HLH)−1)−1(K + δ−1(HLH)−1)
+K(K + δ−1(HLH)−1)−1δ−1(HLH)−1
= K(I + δKHLH)−1 = (K−1 + δHLH)−1 (A.3)
Hence,
log p(f |Y ) ∝ log p(Y |f) · log p(f)
∝ 1
λ
n∑
i=1
log p(yi|f(xi))
+ logN (0, (K−1 + δHLH)−1)
∝ 1
λ
n∑
i=1
log p(yi|f(xi))− f>(K−1 + δHLH)f
=
1
λ
n∑
i=1
log p(yi|f(xi)
−f>K−1f − δf>HLHf (A.4)
Since f = Φβ and K = ΦΦ>, we have
(A.4) =
1
λ
n∑
i=1
log p(yi|f(xi))− β>β − δβ>Φ>HLHΦβ (A.5)
Hence, the MAP estimate of the above probabilistic model is equivalent to the
regularized ERM Problem (A.1). This concludes our proof.
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